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Content & objectives

1. Live presentation of Topic Tree tool
2. Cross thematic collaboration
3. Questions & answers
4. Feedback

YOU GET TO KNOW the TopicTree’s main objectives/functions/benefits
YOU ARE INVITED to use the tool
YOU get your questions answered
Ideal-ist receives feedback from a broader NCP audience
The Topic Tree - where to find?

https://www.ideal-ist.eu/topic-tree
It's all about call topics

simple call topics coming from several WPs

no attributes

call topics get a call status within the topic tree

call topics are linked from past to future

Topic Tree provides basic info on the call topic and relevant links
Why is the Topic Tree useful?

- Visualises the evolution of call topic content
- Entry point for access to information on the call topic – background/related information
- Allows sharing NCP knowledge via topic link description
- Integrates other ICT related funding options
- Links H2020 ICT LEIT funding options from past to future
- Guides NCPs and proposers private & public versions
- In the end it helps to find funded projects, potential partners …
Topic Tree structure

The Topic Tree is a visual tool illustrating connections between closed, open, and forthcoming Horizon 2020 topics related to ICT. It helps you to identify historical and future links to call topics and offers you background information provided by Ideal-ist and EC Participant Portal.

You can customize the Topic Tree view using buttons on the left-hand side. The panel on the right-hand side displays basic information related to chosen topics.

For further assistance please contact the Topic Tree team (idealist@iei. uh).
Topic Tree main functions

- entering call topic ID or keyword
- select a specific call deadline
- toggle call topic status
- choose WP
- RESET filters
- change settings

ZOOM in/out press ESC to reset the TREE visualisation;
LIVE demo – use case for ICT-42-2020

set all filters (search, deadline, status) as shown in the left panel and explained in the webinar
click ICT-42-2020 and see ego network

hover over node shows full title

linked topics listed and explained

topic related information displayed
weblinks to EC/Ideal-ist background info
Take home messages

1. The Topic Tree visualizes the call status. **NCPs/proposers can see funding options at a glance!**

2. Topics evolve over time – the Topic Tree shows connections of call topics – from past to future!

3. With the help of the Topic Tree you get an idea about the history (and future) of a call topic. Use the Topic Tree to **find out about projects/partners already funded** in the thematic area.

4. Currently - the Topic Tree is a **visual tool guiding you** to information available for ICT related calls in H2020!
Cross thematic collaboration

**current situation:**
ICT LEIT WPs an several ICT related topics from other WPs are included in the TT;

**objective:**
extended NCP knowledge sharing via the Topic Tree

**vision:**
use Topic Tree also for non ICT thematic areas
Ideal-ist is looking forward to working together with your NCP network.

Topic Tree contact: daniela.hackl@ffg.at